
Meeting No 26 

Minutes of Holland Park Surgery Walsall Patients’ Representative Group 

Thursday 3rd November 2016 at 1.00pm 

1. Att: Chairman; Jeff Powell, Ken Reynolds, Lilian Addis, Lesley Bloxham, Brian Stringer , 

Alan Morgan, Christine Bladon, Dr Martin Stevens, Greg Bloom, Heidi Hewitt. 

Apologies Amy Jose’, Diane Jones, Estelle Powell. 

2. Minutes of last meeting. 

Minutes of last meeting were read and accepted. PRG Meeting minutes 18.08.16 

 JP asked that we do not add anything on to the agenda or minutes without speaking to 
the PRG Chair first. 

 

3. No other matters arising from previous meeting minutes.  

 

4. Update on survey. 

JP asked on the outcome of the survey that was carried out in reception. All surveys 

were sent to Jamie Addis for collation.  

Heidi will chase the outcome of the survey and feedback at next PRG. 

 

5. Christmas Opening Times.  

JP asked for clarification on the opening/ closing times of the surgery. Dr Stevens 

informed the group that we will be closed only for the Bank Holidays on the 26th and 

27th December and the 2nd January 2017. 

 

6. Christmas Newsletter.  

JP asked that we issue another newsletter for the Christmas period. 

JP and BS to get together with HH on Monday 7.11.2016. 

 

7. Practice Manager Update.  

GB advised that he is settling in well and staff in general are happy. We have a new 

Reception Apprentice called Sarah Jawad who is being trained by Sarah Lewis with 

input from Heidi where needed. Heidi and Sarah Lewis are also training in their new 

positions. Dr Sood has returned to Holland Park for one day a week following her 

maternity leave. Dr Shah will move on at the beginning of December. We have two 

new Healthcare Assistants. We also have a new Clinical Pharmacist called Jaz Dhillon. 

GB also explained that we have started a new medication request service whereby 

patients will no longer be able to request medication over the phone (after a bedding in 

period). LA expressed that she thought the patients should have been given more 

notice about this. Dr Stevens said there a 4 ways of now ordering prescriptions. On-

line, through the pharmacy, in the box at reception and by seeing a GP for a review.  

 

8. Estelle Powell. 

JP explained to the group that Estelle is no longer working for the surgery. Estelle has 

also expressed to JP that she may leave the PRG Group. JP thinks that EP should stay 

due to her knowledge of the surgery. 

JP will speak to Estelle to ask her if she will stay. 



 

9. Suggestion Box. 

JP said that people may be more open to putting suggestions in the box if there was       

an actual form to fill in near the box itself. 

Could a notice be put onto the actual suggestion box saying please fill in a slip or go to   

our website/facebook pages. 

Heidi to organise slips and form for box. 

 

10.  New Television. 

JP and the group thanked us on our new television screen in reception, it is much 

better. 

 

11. Patient Observations 

 JP presented a list with several observations. 

 Sarah Jawad had spoken abruptly to his wife. JP had bought this up with GB and HH 

and GB passed it on to HH. 

 Patients annoyed at the Nurses in particular and sometimes GP’s for running very 

behind for appointments.  

 Receptionists talking loudly so people can over hear conversations. 

 Receptionists not smiling. 

 Not wanting to hear the long recorded message at the beginning of a phone call.  

GB and HH advised JP that when he came up to discuss about the problem his 

wife had with the receptionist that this should really be bought up in the PRG 

Meeting. GB also stated the locality managers (HH) deal with the day to day 

running of the surgery and will action any patient feedback accordingly. GB 

suggested making an appointment to see him in future to discuss but JP said 

he will not make an appointment he will see HH. Dr Stevens advised that 

unfortunately sometimes things happen during surgery such as emergencies 

arising and therefore this can sometimes make clinical staff run late. HH 

advised that sometimes it is inappropriate for reception staff to sit smiling at 

reception in sad and awkward situations and also that the job is quite hard 

and demanding and unfortunately they don’t sit smiling all day. Dr Stevens 

and GB said that the recording at the beginning of the phone calls is a very 

important safety message but they will bring this up at the next Practice 

Meeting.  

 

 

Any other business – NONE. 

 

 

Date of next meeting – Thursday 19th January 2017 @ 1PM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


